CALIFORNIA POPPY

*Eschscholzia californica*

The leaves are green and the flowers are bright orange.
This plant has big, green leaves and bright, yellow flowers. Its leaves are shaped like an arrowhead.
The leaves are green and the petals are green on the bottom and pink on the top.
CAMAS
Camassia quamash

The leaves are green and the flowers are purple and sometimes white.
Death Camas
Zigadenus venenosus

The flower is white and the leaves are green. This plant is called Death Camas because it is poisonous.
Lupinus sp.

The leaves are green and the flowers are blue. The fruit looks like green pea pods.
The leaves are green and the flowers are bright yellow with little red dots on the bottom petals. The face of this flower looks like the face of a monkey.
The leaves are a dull green. The petals are white with yellow centers and the berries are blue-purple.
The leaves are shiny and green and the flowers are yellow. The berries are purple and look like little grapes.
SHOOTING STAR
*Dodecatheon hendersonii*

The leaves are green and the stalk is reddish. The flowers are bright pink with black where the petals come together. There is a yellow ring between the pink and black. They look like shooting stars.
The leaves are green with white spots like the fur on a fawn. The flowers are pale purple.
The long leaves are dark green and the flowers are light purple. The petals are furry like the inside of a cat’s ear.
The leaves are light green and the flowers are dark pink. The flowers look like falling hearts.
The leaves look like grass but unlike grass, this plant has blue flowers with yellow in the center.
Spring Gold
_Crocidium multicaule_

The flower is bright yellow and the leaves are green. This flower blooms in the spring and looks like the golden sunshine.
You will have to look closely to see this flower because its colors help it blend in. The flower is brown with yellow speckles.
This beautiful flower has red petals and a yellow center. The leaves are light green.
This small, white flower blooms out of the center of a light green leaf. Its leaves are rich in vitamin C.

MINER’S LETTUCE

*Claytonia perfoliata*
BLUE-EYED MARY
Collinsia sp.

This flower is small and grows close to the ground. The top two petals are white and the bottom two petals are purple.
Indian Paintbrush

*Castilleja sp.*

This flower looks like a paintbrush that has been dipped in red paint. It has light green leaves.
This flower has several small blossoms that come out of one place. Each blossom is a different color. Some are orange, some are yellow, and some are white.

Grand Collomia
*Collomia grandiflora*
The flowers are bright orange and the leaves are green. Butterflies love the flowers because they contain lots of sweet nectar.
Fan-Leaved Cinquefoil

*Potentilla gracilis*

This plant has yellow flowers and grows low to the ground. The leaves are green and look like fans.
The flower is white and smells like onion. You can find this plant growing on the top of both Table Rocks.